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Across
1 Phony portrait of the
artist found among
Roussel fieldwork. (6)
5 Here and now, some
Madrileños' favourite
90 minutes? (4-4)
9 Pasta supplied by
Baltic capital to
Northern Ireland. (8)
10 Commodiousness is
repugnant at heart. (6)
11 With careful attention,
Warner Bros., perhaps,
joins us and lazy
outliers. (10)
12 End of riot to the fore
in three-piece band.
(4)
13 After August 3, zero in
diamond motif makes
grotesque figure. (8)
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16 Patisserie treat returns
Iranian readies with
present time. (6)
17 Big ape from
Hollywood announces
himself and Asian
river. (6)
19 Phytologist puts tan
first after Ms. Peep, (8)
21 Wheeze, in the first
place, is decidedly
effective approach. (4)
22 Swirling tingly airs can
cause hoarseness. (10)
25 Talk about a Michelin
product designed by
Dior, perhaps? (6)
26 Wakefulness in some
short Six Counties
article. (8)
27 Florida fellows with
company in Spanish
dance. (8)

28 Take to be so, as
presumedly at heart.
(6)
Down
2 Put out shock
treatment about six. ( )
3 Scam by Berlin matron
before first of
December. (5)
4 Italian novelist? No,
my frugality. (7)
5 Bring out again about
children. (7)
6 Annoyed, confused,
nothing special. (7)
7 Thomas Hardy initially
in trial on Ironman,
perhaps. (9)
8 East of Madagascar,
pirates' favourite letter
mixed up with Maui
suit. (9)
14 From Jefferson
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Airplane CD, otalgia?
That's based on
something you heard!
(9)
Part of Ms. Ila Bolger
rejects all-world
thinking. (9)
'E's in four quarts for
old square-rigged
vessel. (7)
Want some Mexican?
Donkey swallows it!
(7)
Large cask is one, a
country in Africa. (7)
I take learner's place in
young of flock for
poet's feet. (5)
Backward Indian PM
takes one in for local
expression.

